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CULTURE AS THE ‘CONNECTIVE TISSUE’ BETWEEN
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT AND REAL ESTATE

Prof. Dr Petko Bliznakov

This is a complex issue of property business which puts into practice the link and
interaction between economic, financial, architectural, construction and technical sciences.
It also requires sociological approach in its exploration and application. The classicist of
American economics Ludwig von Mises defines three agents who operate in the economic
realm – SAVER, INVESTOR and ENTREPRENEUR, who are closely and mutually
connected1. The saver accumulates capital. Banks are his field of operation. The investor
deposits the capital in some of the economic sectors - the realm of his activity. And the
property developer materializes its cost, mainly in the form of real estate – houses, enterprises,
facilities, roads and other infrastructural projects. Thus, the objectives of his activity become:
a rise in volume, growth of property value and increased public wealth in the hands of
private individuals, economic organizations, the state and other public entities.

Entrepreneurship is at the root of market economy. It provides the basis of all
economic sectors. The entrepreneur makes his way into economy as a sole proprietor
with his labour, knowledge and skills. He operates with investor’s capital or borrowed
money. The basic incentives for his economic activity are profit and independence in
business matters. The entrepreneur generates factors or combines them for new
manufacture. He is both an economic and creative personality. He works at his expense
and relies on himself. Thus he feels he belongs to society and its particular communities,
he is not subordinate to state authorities or monopoly hierarchy. This makes his
personality free and initiative, and his performance – highly productive and efficient.

Market turns entrepreneurship into a basic method of economic activity in all
industrial sectors and the entrepreneur becomes its main agent. His role is often mixed
up with the role of the intermediary2. This is not correct. The intermediary meddles
with economic agents, sometimes takes their place on the market and introduces
profiteering there. He uses cunning. The intermediary occupies the free market niche,
manufactures new products, meets new needs and caters for the tastes of new
customers. He is an inventor, he uses his intelligence. Entrepreneurship is a generic
term. Its type characteristics are named after the sectors it penetrates – industrial,
commercial, transportation, construction, etc. Each of them has its specifics which
should be taken into account by all workers if they want to succeed.

Property development is a fundamental economic activity which establishes
itself as an independent branch. It lays the foundations of all the remaining branches.

1 L.v.Mises, The Anti-Capitalist mentality, S. 2008.
2 P. Bliznakov, P. The entrepreneur - a new participant in our economy. Journal, UE-Varna 1991,b.1;

Koev, Yordan. Entrepreneurship - theory and implementation in Bulgaria, Varna, 1996; Basics of
Entrepreneurship, Varna 2002; The Entrepreneurial ide.Varna, 2005; An Introduction to
entrepreneurship.Varna, 2013.
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It is multi-directional as a subject of activity; it is mainly connected with real estate,
which is its main object. Creating such a link is a continuous, complex and difficult
process, because real estate, being tangible in character, is enveloped by a thick network
of ownership interests - personal and public; by economic, social, administrative, cultural,
etc. relationships, embodied not in a single entity, whose interests have to be matched.
It is the link between two heterogeneous in nature entities demanding “flexible wide
connective tissue”. The connective tissue between various social phenomena is
implemented by culture. Culture is textured3 in human activities and guarantees the
interaction between innovation and traditions. Nowadays many people rely on money
as the only means of interaction in their activities. But money is a moderator with an
independent role in property business, it is not an immediate part of the construction
product. In the past, in the craftsman’s period of construction, the two subjects of
activity, the master-builder and the property holder implemented an immediate
connection on the basis of moral, embodied in the “words of honour”. They were the
„connective tissue“in construction. Today, this connection is based on the financial
interrelations and the multitude of official documents, by which the commissioner and
the executor strike a bargain with wider social content. The deals are often done by
collective entities. Entrepreneurs get together in companies with private capital, with
an assembled production team of architects, construction engineers, technicians,
masters, unskilled workers, trainees and other experts with different level of knowledge,
culture type, moral and psychic make-up. In their operation they use the system of
labour division and labour pooling, which leads to contradictions, too. Money, that
circulates among them, implement a mechanical by nature link in the company. Culture,
with its invisible part,4 easily overcomes these contradictions and makes the company
a socially organic system. It is that invisible part which is woven in the personality and
assumes the characteristics of connective tissue. This is a sociological category,
which distinguishes socio-organic systems from mechanical ones.

Commissioners are often teams of residential cooperatives, public limited
companies and other profit and non-profit companies, state and municipal institutions.
They support or approve the contractual requirements and the compliance with public
terms and conditions. By their means, the municipalities, some state and public
institutions, banks, brokers, different establishments and individuals are involved in
these relations. They are usually the bearers of bureaucracy, corruption and racketeering
in property sector. The formation of contemporary, efficient level of personal and
collective-group culture is a counteraction to these vices. There are often cases when
such misunderstandings and contradictions give rise to conflicts and cause collapse of
the construction process. Property business, which has already passed the level of
scientific-industrial organization, is now making its way into socio-cultural economic
standards. It implements an unusual, collective production activity, with unique end

3 The term „texture“ reflects an organic process, whereas the term „textile“ – an element of organic
system. The mechanical link is expressed by the term „woven“. Culture is textured, not woven.

4 Unenviable part of culture is expressed in conceptions, attitudes, emotional and aesthetic cast of mind,
thinking style, etc. Invisible include – language, clothes, behaviour, rites, symbols.
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products and demands high-level intellectuals, too. The more complex the economic
activity, the higher the standard of mentality its workers need.

As an extensive economic activity, property business today is connected with the
modern mentality of society. It is conditioned by the higher level of arts and culture and
demands that its workers follow the standards of time. Nowadays culture is a close
combination of science and attitude to arts. This makes employees in property business
sophisticated socio-professional figures, who combine in their character elements of the
expertise and skills from the construction engineers and architects; the analytical way of
thinking from the economists and financiers, mathematicians and computer experts.
They develop their emotional intelligence by art contacts and gain social knowledge and
experience for labour communities organization and management. They should be able
to understand the language of a wide range of experts. This somehow makes the property
developer an encyclopedic personality. Sciences, especially those in property business
should be bound in a relationship „in the same way as the strings of the harp are
connected in order to ring in tune with the song“, say the science experts. It is this
breadth of knowledge that makes property developers communicative personalities. They
adapt easier to their colleagues, to the variety of their sites – the forms of real property.
The wide profile of education, especially the university one, is not an instruction for
professional activities but training the culture of mentality, the development of intellectual
abilities, needed for interdisciplinary and integrative, non-standard approach in the property
developer’s work.5

The property entrepreneur has to be able to generate innovative, but realistic
ideas on the basis of scientific knowledge. A personality with a lack of ideas cannot
function as entrepreneur. The Bulgarian entrepreneur usually tries first to raise money
for the company whereas the European and the American ones appear in the market
with ideas and then seek ways to raise funds for their implementation.6 Ideas bring
forth initiative and entrepreneurial spirit even in the young. If we assume that
entrepreneurship is a “spirit”, it cannot appear without culture. “Culture is an objective
spirit, implementation of eternal ideas. The subjective human spirit is a particular human
ability for contemplation of ideas, setting goals, establishing norms” wrote the renowned
German economist and sociologist Werner Sombart7. Especially for setting aesthetic
standards8. Culture is gained, it is not inherited. Some people define it as mind software.9
Laying the foundations of culture, education has mainly propagated disciplined frame
of mind, a skill mostly needed for task fulfillers. The entrepreneur needs the unaffected
ideological and volitional components, because in most cases his activity deals with
uncertainty and risk. Property business goes through many difficulties. The entrepreneur
has to possess bright imagination, to think over different versions, to have the ability to
5 Bulgarian businessmen look for trained in practice individuals, whereas Western businessmen – seek

bright people!
6 The Bulgarian says: „Give me money- do not ask me what I will do with it!“ Money comes first, ideas

– after that.
7 Sombart, Werner. The Understanding. Magazine. Sociological issues, 2003,b.3-4, p. 229.
8 Symptomatic is the content of the 5th forum “ Architecture seeks culture” held in Sofia, ХІ, 2012.
9 Genov, Julian.Why is our success so slight? S., 2004.
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reorganize in the process of construction. In this way he gains prestige and vice versa,
when he shifts difficulties to his clients he loses face. At present, high ethics is required
for entrepreneurial activity, which stabilizes personality and community culture. Both
provide the entrepreneur with more clients, contractors and higher competitive
advantage of his company among rivals. Young people should not wait for the others
to develop their entrepreneurial skills but they have to self-educate, “to fight a battle
with themselves” as educationalists say. Love for books and vision for future are key
elements for self education. They lead us to culture of ideas and set standards for
their level.

To form such personality requires complex and continuous instruction and
upbringing, as well as assimilation and continuation of traditional predecessors’ heritage.
Training in the respective social and humanitarian subjects is at the root of the
sophistication process of property developers. Their spiritual life should be imbued
with artistic, literary, musical, theatrical, etc. encounters and experiences. Competent
property entrepreneurs develop their creative imagination and synthesize
representations of all these attainments in a universal company culture, a refinement
in relations, which provokes cheerfulness in the social ambience – a condition for their
successful economic activity. Culture is not only knowledge, it is the ability to implement
it in various conditions. The complexity of construction sites requires modern property
development companies. Without losing their entrepreneurial properties, they become
centres of extensive professional expertise, pervaded with modern, cultural, scientific
and technical ideas. They develop the modern intellectual atmosphere, which is
necessary for the dynamics of property business and coping with its difficulties. It is
easier for the educated and sophisticated property developer to associate with companies
and their clients, emerging on the real estate market.

Real property – these are the forms of ownership (possession), tenure and
cultivation of land with its fields, mountains with their recesses, premises and facilities,
houses and enterprises assembled on it, which people use to establish towns and
villages10. They reveal the image of the nation. People organize their lifestyle there,
carry out manufacture, barter, and provide increasing material wealth of society, the
core for enhancing its culture. Education is an expression and basis for material wealth
in society; civilization of personal and social relations. From geographical point of
view, the cultivated area in the country is divided into functioning socio-economic
entities – yards and fields, gardens, woods, common pastures, etc. and turned into an
element of economic turnover. The stir in real property creates its particular market.
Thus the property employee gets the chance of towering above an economically inclined
personality to a creative and reformative figure.

Basically, the forms of immovable property are inexhaustible due to the constantly
increasing scientific and technological achievements and the discovery of deeper natural
resources, considered new necessities. However, science follows them suit. These
forms will grow more and more in number and they will require their own scientific
theory. Science originated and developed on the basis of human culture. Science cannot
1 0 For further details See: Kalinkov, Konstantin. Immovable property. В. 2008.
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be created, studied and applied without culture, especially for such complex social
phenomena as property entrepreneurship and immovable property. Civilized nations
and people create more perfect forms of immovable property and take better care of
them. A lot of their objects – houses, schools, offices, facilities, etc. convey the traditions
of people and are declared cultural memorials. The pattern of the immovable property
makes a statement about the culture of its owners. With their arts and learning people
prepare their immovable property for the market, with their cultural claims they appear
as buyers and commissioners for designing new immovable property. They use taste
when they build their houses, design their settlements and roads. They use customs
when they model fields into land plots, gardens, vineyards and other plantations. They
preserve forests, water and air. They constantly develop material infrastructure.
Technological advance and increasing movables influence multiplication and
modernization of immovable property.

When construction is successfully organized, the entrepreneur combines
individual and social approach by which he overcomes the opposition between
personal and public interest. Then the integrity process in thinking, activities and the
expected outcome – the synergic effect, in which two and two is more than four
becomes possible. This happens in cases when particular knowledge is embedded in
its theoretical foundation. Otherwise knowledge is constructed on algorithmic level,
where only standard solutions are implemented. Innovation demands theoretical
foundations. The foundation of construction science is a combination of social, technical
and natural theories, which gave rise to the development of a universal science for
settlements – urban sciences. Its interaction with social theories designate it URBAN
SOCIOLOGY - as the French professor Raymon Ledrew calls it.11 Bulgarian scientists
and researchers with their publications on different topics from the broad domain of
construction business took active part in laying its foundations, too12.

Science in property business has value not only as knowledge but also as
culture – achievements in reasoning and refinement in behavior, in the activities of
people as individuals and communities as organizations. Culture creates the spiritual
connection among people themselves and between people and material possessions.
If it is missing, its place is occupied by ignorance, to put it roughly. Nowadays, ignorance
is widely peeping its insolent head out of mass media, TV screen, the Parliament,
etc.– out of the highest positions in social status and, admittedly, it penetrates property
business as mediocrity, fraud, kitsch, etc. Therefore, to substantiate property production
a number of eternal standards should be used because its produce conveys
contemporary culture over centuries. They will raise the connection between property
development and immovable property to a higher socio-cultural level. Construction
industry and immovable property will become more modern, dynamic and efficient in
their impact in society.

The arts and learning of property developers and property owners are connected
in common cultural environment, established on the market. Every participant goes

1 1 Translated by Prof.Dr Iskra Dandalova.
1 2 Prof. Kalinkov, К. Urban design. Varna, 2010.
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there with his wealth value – the developer with his expertise and labour, whereas the
owner – with his property and money. However, the economic relation can be
effectively developed if their value systems coincide and their civilization has a single
direction. Therefore, its impact is pre-eminent not only on property market. The market
is a school for values. Property developers are carriers of higher values, though one
can find profiteers among them, too. As regards their attitude to property, real estate
owners are divided into two groups – traditionalists and the so called commercialists.
Traditionalists are greatly devoted, especially to inherited property. It connects them
to the past, to their relatives. They turn it into a fetish. It is a human being for them.
They emerge on the market with similar feelings to property. Commercialists measure
the cost of property, as value they try to turn into cash and increase. Such people are
the subjects on the property market. Due to the market spontaneity the training is slow
and it often disassociates the participants. This requires the culture be imported by
education, sciences, routine, spiritual life of people and settlements.

The property market does not resemble vegetable, industrial or the market of
any other sector. It has not only allocating but mainly coordinating functions. Every
property deal has its specific nature with stock exchange characteristics – a property
developer’s bid, an owner’s tender and participation of intermediaries – bank, agencies,
brokers who help those looking for or selling real properties and assist property
legalization. Developers’ bids depend on disposable capital (private, borrowed, loan,
etc.) and estimate profit (the projected one). It can be in the form of remuneration for
work done, for risk undertaken, as interest on invested funds or a differential rent, etc.
The property owner wants to increase the value of the property by raising its volume
and quality, by modernization of its effective use or by its speculative price, etc. The
property market combines the basic factors of production - land, ownership, labour,
capital and science, implemented in technique and technologies. It would be better if
we add the property owner’s culture to the administrative requirements for property
sale. By resorting to it he should arrange the property in such a way that he could gain
better buyers. The last factor increases its impact and requires that property developers
broaden not only their knowledge, but their taste for efficient use of property and
installations.

This is the way culture permeates all construction activity. It guarantees general
intellectual environment, integrates all elements in one sector and turns it into a powerful
motor in society. When civilization enters the manners of people then public economy
takes off. Culture penetrates property business by people, and mostly by entrepreneurs.
It is a trait firmly embedded in their character and at the same time it creates favorable
conditions for property business development. The intellectual power of a business
developer determines the quality of his production. Culture affects the quality of staff
selection and staff organization in his company, the ability to submit real tenders and
negotiate honestly with counterparts, and the overall ability to spread civilization in the
construction market.

By culture, property developers become aware of the vastness of public space
and the temporal cycles of their operation and reflect them in their production. Culture
makes people more dialogic. It helps extend their concepts about the significance of
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activities, the essence of items used at work and the mentality of the surrounding
people.13 Culture, being acquired as comprehension on personality level, guides
economic entities – entrepreneurs and owners to effectively interact on community
level. Culture has no significance of its own in property business. It functions externally
as intellectual environment and civilized context of its activities. However, the internal
function of property business as connective tissue between its social and technical
elements is increasingly gaining significance. This makes its operators not only
economically approachable, but also mentally related to one another and to society.
Property entrepreneurship materializes temporal culture and broadens the social bases
of society. People, who reside and work in more stylish setting, created by property
development, raise their social status, too.

Creating “cultural tissue” in property development is a complex evolutionary
process of transforming the material and mental into social. It emerges on the
three layers of social reality – personality, community and society, and makes
them not only wealthier but better, too.

CULTURE AS THE “CONNECTIVE TISSUE” BETWEEN
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT AND REAL ESTATE

Prof. Dr Petko Bliznakov

Abstracts

The author proceeds from the belief that until now construction has passed through two
stages of organization: vocational and industrial-scientific. Now construction production enters
a third stage, which he defines as socio-cultural. In it the dominant role will fall to culture. The
latter is “woven” into the two components of construction production and turns it in a socio-
cultural process, which promises to be more effective than the socio-mechanical systems, such
as those created by the industrial and scientific organization. This requires a change in the
character of the property developer and in the labour force employed in construction. Culture
will also introduce changes in the owners of real property and hence a spiritual convergence
with property developers and a change in their market.

Keywords: property development, culture, connective tissue, construction market, etc.

1 3 To show the connection between sense and essence of things Goethe makes Faust say: „ That I may
detect the inmost force, which binds the world, and guides its course, its germs, productive powers
explore, and rummage in empty words no more!“.


